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Introduction 

In this submission we discuss the development of a technical guidance document that is 

known as the MBIE Guidance. We place a specific focus on the EQC’s involvement in the 

development of a technical guidance document. The document can be located on the MBIE 

website. URL: https://www.building.govt.nz/building-code-compliance/canterbury-

rebuild/repairing-and-rebuilding-houses-affected-by-the-canterbury-earthquakes/ . 

https://www.building.govt.nz/building-code-compliance/canterbury-rebuild/repairing-and-rebuilding-houses-affected-by-the-canterbury-earthquakes/
https://www.building.govt.nz/building-code-compliance/canterbury-rebuild/repairing-and-rebuilding-houses-affected-by-the-canterbury-earthquakes/
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Discussion 

Through our research, it is apparent that one staff member within the EQC is instrumental in 

the development of the MBIE Guidance (Guidance) document. It is our opinion that the lack 

of in-depth analysis prior to its development, followed by its extensive use by insurers and 

their agents, is a root cause of many of the issues experienced by homeowners in relation to 

missed damage, under-scoped damage, and failed repairs. It is the view of many, that have 

researched the Guidance, and its formation, that it is a poorly considered document resulting 

in ill-conceived repair strategies. 

With appropriate investigation it will be found that the application of the MBIE Guidance has 

placed a significant financial and emotional burden on individual homeowners. That burden 

is spreading outwards, from the individual, and is being played out in our health system, 

property market, insurance markets and so forth. It is impacting our local and central 

government as they begin to incur the costs to rectify what has gone before. The MBIE 

Guidance is a long-term legacy with far reaching consequences. 

It is our understanding, that the intention in development of the Guidance, was to create a 

set of ‘engineering guidelines’ to concentrate engineering resources, refer Figure 4: Dave 

Brunsdon from Kestrel provides Hugh Cowan, of EQC, with advice. However, the 

consequence of the decision, coupled with an ‘I know best approach’, a lack of research, 

evidence gathering, and auditing resulted in the EQC, and consequently private insurers, 

under assessing CES structural damage to residential homes, misinterpreting structural 

damage as ‘cosmetic damage’. There is no doubt these concerns were raised very early on, 

refer Figure 6: EQC being made aware of risk of under-assessment of damage and the 

likelihood of boomerangs. 

General Issues with a Technical Guidance Document 

The issues with a technical guidance document, developed and applied in the manner of the 

MBIE Guidance document are: 

1. It allows for ‘alternative reinstatement standards’ to be developed in place of the 

rightful reinstatement standards contained within legislation (the EQC Act) and / or 

insurance policy. 

1.1 This is evidenced in Canterbury with the use of a pre-CES / earthquake state 

vs “as new”. 

2. Once a ‘guidance document’ becomes entrenched, in the way the MBIE Guidance 

is, it will take precedence over legislated and policy as it is viewed as a point of 
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truth, with the wrong information being is inherent knowledge. The MBIE Guidance 

became entrenched due to: 

2.1 Its authors, and their positions of power. 

2.2 Its distribution and support through respected channels such as MBIE, 

IPENZ, ICNZ, the EQC and private insurers. 

2.3 The lack of knowledge on what an insurance response is, this is inclusive of, 

but not limited to: 

2.3.1 Those in positions of power developing technical guidelines, 

2.3.2 Homeowners, 

2.3.3 Engineers, 

2.3.4 Assessors, 

2.3.5 Employees and agents of the insurers, and 

2.3.6 Local and central government personnel. 

2.4 The vulnerability of a community due to its reliance on ‘officials to do the 

right thing’ post a significant natural disaster. 

3. Reinstatement standards being driven by individuals with no / limited expertise in 

an insurance response. 

4. Makes communities, local and central governments’ vulnerable to long term 

financial burdens and legacy issues. 

4.1 If a technical guidance document fails to equate to the rightful insurance 

response, once a community develops awareness of the failings of the 

repair, or strategy to reinstate their home, many, overtime, will return to the 

EQC / insurer and re-open claims. This is evident in Canterbury. 

Specific Issues with the MBIE Guidance Document 

Lack of Available Research to Inform 

Looking to the future, if issuing Guidance under S175 of the Building Act, it is imperative to 

provide the legitimate research which supports the positions taken with the Guidance. 

I note, there is still no research available which supports the use of epoxy in foundations of 

the type that are more common than not in the Canterbury region, which returns the function 

of the foundation to that which existed when new. Similarly, there is no research available 

which supports the use of epoxy in foundations of the type that are more common than not in 
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the Canterbury region which returns the function of the foundation to that which existed prior 

to the CES. 

Given that the New Zealand Building Code is a performance driven instrument research is 

an appropriate tool to take the place of an acceptable solution as required under the Building 

Code. Failure to provide research must invalidate any Guidance issues under S175. 

We note there is a lack of expertise within the insurance, engineering, legal, advocacy and 

construction domains which understand the nature of CES damage to a foundation1 as well 

as the materials used in their construction in Canterbury prior to the CES. 

Not Deemed to Comply with the Building Code 

As part of our research we asked MBIE to demonstrate / provide evidence of the due 

diligence entered as part of the formation of the Guidance document. No evidence has been 

forth-coming and no research supplied. We believe it is therefore reasonable to presume 

that no research, other than what is provided in this Submission, occurred.  

It is vital that it is acknowledged this extended to there being no research into whether the 

repair strategies provided in the Guidance would be ‘building code compliant’, with 

consideration given to the impact of non-complaint strategies being proffered in a 

government driven Guidance document. We note that in 2017, it was confirmed in an email, 

that the Guidance was ‘not a deemed to comply [with the build code] solution. 

The Engineering Advisory Group (EAG) 

Initially the EAG was setup to assist EQC by providing a technical response to minimise the 

need for engineers. This was because structural engineers were considered a scarce 

resource in particular structural engineers with expertise in residential damage and repair. 

Evidence of this position is found in the initial draft of the Guidance document, early October 

2010. 

Indemnity 

We hold the view that engineers should carry some form of liability for their reports. The 

provision of a limited indemnity forms part of the Engineering New Zealand (ENZ) Short 

Form Agreement. 

                                                      
1 Foundations are deemed to be ring and pile as well slabs in this context. 
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At the time of development of the MBIE Guidance the engineering body, IPENZ’s, Short 

Form Agreement had an indemnity that included - ‘5 x the fee or up to $250,000 in 

aggregation’. 

The EAG after being appointed by the EQC, requests, and receives, confirmation to change 

the indemnity. The Urban Search and Rescue (USAR) indemnity terms were adopted. The 

purpose of the USAR, as we understand it, is for use by people commissioned to ‘save lives 

in the heat of the moment’. Engineers, in our opinion, who have time on their side, who are 

being instructed to develop repair strategies for insurance claims, when the Crown has a 

liability, in our view, should carry a reasonable liability for their decisions. It is our opinion, 

releasing engineers from liability was careless and ill-considered. We are of the view that if 

professionals are to be relied on they must be accountable or their decisions. Figure 14: 

Michael Winteringham expressing the view that EQC held liability for the work of its PMO(s). 

It is our current view that engineers who work for the insurers and the EQC, when they are 

not accountable, are at risk of being motivated by their ability to earn instead of their ability to 

design rightful repair strategies, strategies that conform with legislation and policy 

entitlements. This has been confirmed to me through the analysis work I have completed on 

my own, and recently for Underfoot Services 2018 Ltd. 

No Peer Review / Research 

We could find no evidence of research or a peer review of the supporting documents 

developed by the EAG. 

My research shows that there was only a geotechnical engineering peer review, there is no 

evidence of a structural engineering review of the EAG work, despite being asked for that by 

the peer review. 

Dilution of Reinstatement Standard 

It appears a decision was made within the EQC to reduce the repair standard from that 

contained with the Act. Any active steps to dilute an insurance response is a cost limiting 

activity. It is needed if there is an objective to frame the narrative being told to insured. 

In the New Zealand environment, when the average insured person is trusting of the EQC 

and the insurer, this approach is a blunt tool, which controls the reinstatement standard 

being applied from beginning to end. It ignores the rightful entitlements promised by the Act / 

and or insurance policy. 
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MBIE Guidance: Update 10 

In 2018 an update to the MBIE Guidance was released: Update 10. Update 10 came about 

in part due to a request from the EQC.  

This update was developed and was released despite there being no research, evidence 

gathering of the repair method being proposed, or of the material being repaired. Although 

the Update 10 is by DBH, the key players who developed the Update put in place by EQC. 

1. The content was written under the direction of Hugh Cowan with guidance from 

George Hooper. 

Circuit Breaking of s17 of the Building Act 

Circuit breaking of s17 of the Building Act – the interpretation of s112 of the Building Act 

2004 which we assume is the circuit breaker wanted. S112 states that the performance of 

the building as a whole must be no worse than before the building work. EAG initially took 

that to mean pre-earthquake, but later interpretations by EQC now rely on immediately prior 

to the work taking place. Nevertheless, a combination of foundation types are rarely likely to 

behave in the same way in a future event, and engineering work being undertaken now 

indicates that the repairs, which in the most part are failing are cosmetic at best and fail to 

address the natural disaster damage to the structural elements. 

Application of MBIE Guidance Post CES 

We understand that the MBIE Guidance was NOT to be used for any other natural disaster 

events other than the CES (evidence but the title on the webpage link provided above); it 

was deemed as ‘only applicable to damage from the CES’. However, due to the training and 

the use of the MBIE Guidance by assessors, engineers, and insurer employees and agents, 

we believe it is being used as a tool for assessment for future events, inclusive of homes 

damaged in the Valentine’s Day Quake. To gather evidence to confirm this opinion insurer 

damage assessments would need to be analysed to find the themes consistent with 

assessment and repair strategies using the MBIE Guidance as their base document. 

Incorrect Technical Knowledge | Advice 

EQC have on 28 February 2019 released marketing which states that a mix of foundation 

types will behave differently in another major event, stating that the connection between 

foundations may be weaker than a single foundation. 
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Figure 1: The incorrect marketing released by EQC:  https://www.eqc.govt.nz/be-
prepared/homeowners/foundations?fbclid=IwAR0ZcAvhK7cPpCyszQnuFZkoS7SkJmzFc-

7LbrS4fT7TAacxUbwvuDUcP3M  

https://www.eqc.govt.nz/be-prepared/homeowners/foundations?fbclid=IwAR0ZcAvhK7cPpCyszQnuFZkoS7SkJmzFc-7LbrS4fT7TAacxUbwvuDUcP3M
https://www.eqc.govt.nz/be-prepared/homeowners/foundations?fbclid=IwAR0ZcAvhK7cPpCyszQnuFZkoS7SkJmzFc-7LbrS4fT7TAacxUbwvuDUcP3M
https://www.eqc.govt.nz/be-prepared/homeowners/foundations?fbclid=IwAR0ZcAvhK7cPpCyszQnuFZkoS7SkJmzFc-7LbrS4fT7TAacxUbwvuDUcP3M
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Document Register 

Document Register 

Title Author(s) Dated 
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Draft Terms of Reference - EAG Dave Brunsdon 15 September 2010 

Emails - Draft Terms of Reference - EAG 
Hugh Cowan and Dave 

Brunsdon 
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Email – Superficial Damage– Boomerangs Dave Brunsdon 19 September 2010 

Email – Draft Terms of Reference (2)- EAG Dave Brunsdon 20 September 2010 

Email – Ministerial Involvement Dave Brunsdon 21 September 2010 

Email – Scope of Structural Engineering 

Inputs 
Dave Brunsdon 26 September 2010 

Email – Draft Terms of Reference (3) - EAG Dave Brunsdon 28 September 2010 

Letter – EQC Liability for Repairs Michael Wintringham 29 September 2010 

Email – Draft Agenda EAG Workshop Dave Brunsdon 30 September 2010 

Email – Workshop Agenda Dave Brunsdon 1 October 2010 
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Hugh Cowan 2 October 2010 

Notes - Initial EAG Workshop  5 October 2010 

Notes – EAG Meeting 2  14 October 2010 

Notes – EAG Meeting 3  20 October 2010 

Email – MP Liaison & Public  George Hooper 26 October 2010 

Email – Community Engagement George Hooper 26 October 2010 

Emails – Indemnity for EAG Members George Hooper 26 October 2010 

Emails – EAG Timeline 
George Hooper, Hugh 

Cowan, Chapman Tripp 
28 October 2010 

AMI Email to George Hooper – Insurer 

Workshop 
AMI 29 October 2010 

Email – Community Engagement George Hooper 29 October 2010 

Notes – EAG Meeting 4  29 October 2010 

Email / Letter – EAG transfer to DBH Hugh Cowan 8 November 2010 

Draft – Guidance on House Repairs and 

Reconstruction 
EAG 10 November 2010 
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Document Register 

Title Author(s) Dated 

Email – Circuit breaking of s17 of the Building 

Act 
Unknown 7 October 2011 

Email – Peer Review of Guidance 

Thomas O’Rourke, 

Johnathon Bray, Misko 

Cubrinovski, Mike Stannard 

27 May 2012 

Reply Witness Statement of Bevan Richard 

Craig 
Grant Shand 31 July 2017 

Email – Guidance compliance with the 

Building Code. 
Dennis Monastra 13 November 2017 

Email – Requesting Update on Rubble Hugh Cowan 15 May 2018 

Email – Expertise in Rubble Hugh Cowan 6 June 2018 

Email – MBIE release of Update 10 (Rubble) Dave McGuigan 14 June 2018 

Letter – Investigation of Concrete in 

Determination 2013:71 
Kate Gordon 6 July 2018 

Letter – Sponsorship of EAG Hugh Cowan 17 July 2018 

Letter – MBIE Testing of Epoxy Repair  Dave Robson 20 July 2018 

Letter – MBIE Definition of Rubble Dave Robson 20 August 2018 
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Submitted Documents 

Email – Claims Settlement 

Ian Simpson on the 9th  September 2010 sent an email to Treasury, Ministry of Economic 

Development, and the Department of Building and Housing, amongst others, in which 

outlines his claims settlement processes, refer Figure 2.  

 

Figure 2: Ian Simpson - email to Treasury, Ministry of Economic Development, and the 
Department of Building and Housing, amongst others, in which outlines his claims settlement 

processes. 
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Figure 3: Ian Simpson highlighting the claims process to Treasury 
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Initial Terms of Reference for the Damaged House Advisory Group 

On the 15th September 2010, Dave Brunsdon from Kestrel provides Hugh Cowan, of EQC, 

with a draft Terms of Reference for what was then referred to as the ‘Damaged House 

Advisory Group’ (later known as the Engineering Advisory Group). The advice is for 

government and insurance sectors to develop decision making criteria, and repair 

techniques. 

 

Figure 4: Dave Brunsdon from Kestrel provides Hugh Cowan, of EQC, with advice. 
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Emails – Draft Terms of Reference – EAG 

Emails were sent between Hugh Cowan and Dave Brunsdon on the initial draft. Content has 

been redacted to “maintain the conduct of public affairs and protect ministers from improper 

pressure or harassment”. 

 

Figure 5: Redacted emails between Hugh Cowan and Dave Brunsdon. 
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Superficial Damage 

An email from Dave Brunsdon to Hugh Cowan on the 19th September 2010 highlighting a 

known risk with undertaking superficial repairs (to foundations) with resulting repairs failing 

and needing to be revisited. Citing examples from Australia. Refer Figure 6. 

 

Figure 6: EQC being made aware of risk of under-assessment of damage and the likelihood of 
boomerangs. 
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Email – Draft Terms of Reference (2) – EAG 

On the 20th September 2010 Dave Brunsdon emailed Hugh Cowan an updated Terms of 

Reference, ‘to be more in line with what Cowan was wanting’, refer Figure 7. The updated 

draft addresses the sourcing and briefing of structural engineers to assist EQC in the 

assessment of buildings, refer Figure 8. 

 

Figure 7: Brunsdon's email to Cowan with attached updated ToR attached. 
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Figure 8: Updated ToR covering the sourcing and briefing of structural engineers to assist 
EQC in the assessment of buildings. 
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Email – Ministerial Involvement 

On the 21st September Dave Brunsdon sent an email to Hugh Cowan. Brunsdon states “I am 

starting to think about the solution aspect of what they need”…, refer Figure 9 – redacted. 

 

Figure 9: Brunsdon touching on the need for Ministerial involvement – redacted. 
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Email – Scope of Structural Engineering Inputs 

Dave Brunsdon in an email to Hugh Cowan on 26th September 2010 provides a table of 

structural engineering inputs, refer Figure 11. He repeats his cautions about superficial 

repairs first noted in Figure 6, and confirms the focus is on rebuilds. He notes in his table 

that if foundation damage has occurred it is likely that the repair cost will exceed the cap 

payment. 

 

Figure 10: Brunsdon repeats his cautions about superficial repairs and confirms the focus is 
on rebuilds in this email. 
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Figure 11: The table of structural engineering inputs provide by Brunsdon to Cowan. 
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Email – Draft Terms of Reference (3) – EAG 

On the 28th September 2010 Dave Brunsdon sent an updated terms of reference document, 

refer Figure 12, and an updated scope of structural engineering inputs to Hugh Cowan and 

others. This scope of structural engineering input table clarifies that any foundation damage 

was likely to result in a repair over cap payment. It is noted there has been no representation 

for, or consultation with, policyholders. 
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Figure 12: Updated Terms of Reference. 
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Figure 13: The updated table of structural engineering clarifies that any foundation damage 
was likely to result in a repair over cap payment. 
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Letter – EQC Liability for Repairs 

Michael Winteringham, the EQC Chair, wrote a letter on 29th September 2010 to the Minister 

of Finance, where he expresses the view that EQC held liability for the work of any PMO or 

Contractor undertaking repairs for EQC. 
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Figure 14: Michael Winteringham expressing the view that EQC held liability for the work of its 

PMO(s). 
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Email – Draft Agenda EAG Workshop 

On the 30th September 2010 Dave Brunsdon in an email to Hugh Cowan provided a draft 

agenda for the first EAG workshop. The purpose of the workshop was to confirm an 

‘appropriate structural engineering approach to repair and reconstruction and to mobilise 

structural engineering resources in support of EQC operations’. 

 

Figure 15: The EQC determining structural engineering approaches to repair and 
reconstruction and to mobilise structural engineering resources. 
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Email – Workshop Agenda 

Dave Brunsdon in an email to Hugh Cowan provided an agenda for the first EAG Workshop. 

 

Figure 16: Workshop Agenda. 
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Dave Brunsdon Engagement  

On the 2nd October 2010 Hugh Cowan drafted a letter engaging Dave Brunsdon to facilitate 

the development of the Engineering Advisory Group (EAG). The letter states the purpose of 

the EAG is to provide pragmatic and focused advice. 
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Figure 17: The letter outlining the development of the Engineering Advisory Group (EAG). 
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Notes from Initial EAG Workshop 

The notes from the initial workshop held on the 5th October 2010, state the EAG work is to 

confirm ‘structural engineering approaches to repair’ for the EQC and other insurers. The 

work is directed by Hugh Cowan with guidance from George Hooper. 
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Figure 18: The EQC working to confirm structural engineering approaches to repair, taken 
from the EAG notes. 
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Notes – EAG Meeting 2 

The second meeting of the EAG was held on the 14th October 2010. Notes from the meeting 

show engagement with Insurance Council of New Zealand, and insurers. The EAG agreed, 

in most cases, where ‘settlement’ has occurred, or a foundation beam is damaged, it will 

require replacement, and that construction tolerances as per NZS:3109 for new 

construction are appropriate for levelling work to be undertaken. They state that repairs on 

un-remediated land will be entirely insurance driven. 
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Figure 19: EAG agreed, in most cases, where ‘settlement’ has occurred, or a foundation beam 
is damaged, it will require replacement, and that construction tolerances as per NZS:3109 for 

new construction are appropriate for levelling work to be undertaken. 
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Notes – EAG Meeting 3 

Meeting 3 of the EAG took place on the 20th October 2010. A key issue being discussed was 

to secure an indemnity waiver for the EAG members. They specifically note that the general 

nature of the guidance. They note insurers are to ‘briefed’. 
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Figure 20: A key issue being discussed was to secure an indemnity waiver for the EAG 
members. The ecperts specifically note that the general nature of the guidance. Insurers are to 

‘briefed’. 
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George Hooper Email – MP Liaison & Public  

On the 26th October 2010 – George Hooper proposes an MP Liaison be established, and for 

that to be Wellington based, the goal appears to be the removal of senior management of 

EQC from having to deal with the public (claimants). 
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George Hooper Email – Community Engagement 

On the 26th  October 2010 , the need for community engagement is heightening 

expectations. 

 

Figure 21:the need for community engagement being highlighted. 
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Email – Indemnity for EAG members 

On 26th October 2010 George Hooper wrote an email to Philip Jacques, the then Chief 

Financial Officer for EQC, regarding the request by members of the EAG for enhanced 

immunity for their work. The majority of the email trail is redacted on the grounds it was 

supplied in confidence. 
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Figure 22: A heavily redacted email relating to members of the EAG requesting a liability 
waiver. 
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Emails – EAG Timeline 

28 October 2010, a series of emails, including ones from Chapman Tripp -  redacted. 
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Figure 23: series of heavily redacted emails. 
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AMI Email – Insurer Workshops 

On the 29th October 2010 – AMI email asking that AMI be included in Insurer Workshops 

around EAG work on building remediation. 

Figure 24: AMI request to be involved in the  
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George Hooper Email – Community Engagement 

29 October 2010 – Email asking when MP meetings to stop. 
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Notes – EAG Meeting 4 

Meeting 4 of the EAG was held on 29 October 2010. Indemnity is still not resolved, a 

workshop for professionals was to be held to introduce the guidance. Document to produce 

standard solutions for rapid use with minimal engineering input. Tolerances as per NZS3109 

and NZS3604 were assessed against EQC case law expectation to remediate ‘as new’. 
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Transfer of Stewardship of EAG to DBH 

8 November 2010 Hugh Cowan on behalf of EQC transfers stewardship of the EAG to DBH. 
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Draft – Guidance on House Repairs and Reconstruction  

A draft document dated 10 November 2010 was sourced by way of an OIA requesting a 

copy of the sixty page draft mentioned in Hugh Cowan’s letter of transfer of the EAG to DBH. 

No representation of the insured was involved in the development of this draft. 

 

The draft document confirms the policy entitlement under the EQC Act is a repair which 

returns the dwelling to its pre earthquake state. 

 

The EAG confirmed that s112 of the Building Act 2004 allows repairs that do not meet the 

Building Code, provided that the overall performance of the house is no worse than before 

the earthquake. 
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Email - Circuitbreaking s17 of the Building Act 

7 October 2011 an email to Hugh Cowan, Pat Moynihan & George Hoper among others 

reveals a need to circuitbreak s17 of the Building Act 2004, that all work must comply with 

the Building Act. This is 11 months after oversight of the EAG moved to the Department of 

Building and Housing. 
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Email – Peer Review of the Guidance 

A peer review of the guidance, along with DBH response was prepared dated 27 May 2012. 

The reviewers in section F, additional review comments recommend that it would be 

advantageous for the document to be reviewed by international structural engineering 

experts familiar with residential construction practices. DBH response was this will happen 

over time. This information was sourced through an OIA request on 12 September 2018, and 

represents the entirety of the international peer reviews undertaken on the guidance 

documents. The experts who peer reviewed the guidance are experienced geotechnical 

engineers, as opposed to structural engineers dealing with the nature and performance of 

structures and imposed loads. If the peer reviews were contracted under an IPENZ  (now 

ENZ) short form agreement, they would be breaching their ethical obligations to comment on 

structural repairs, but are world leading experts in geotechnical engineering. 
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Witness Statement of Bevan Richard Craig 

A  reply witness statement dated 31 July 2017 for JE & GW WHITE and NEW ZEALAND 

TRUSTEE SERVICES LTD v SOUTHERN RESPONSE EARTHQUAKE SERVICES LTD 

(CIV 2015-409-486)  in the High Court provided evidence of local authority awareness and 

endorsement of the use of rubble in foundations in the Canterbury area. 
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Email – Guidance compliance with Building Code 

An email from MBIE Senior Advisor – Compliance, Dennis Monastra, was sent to Greg Clark 

of Davis Ogilvie.The email confirms the repair solutions in the guidance document does not 

provide a deemed to comply (with the Building Act 2004) solution, but requires sound 

engineering judgement of the materials and the appropriateness of the repair for those 

materials. 

From: Dennis Monastra [mailto:Dennis.Monastra@mbie.govt.nz]  

Sent: Monday, 13 November 2017 4:44 p.m. 

To: Greg Clark <greg@do.nz> 

Subject: RE: Rubble Foundations [UNCLASSIFIED] 

 

Hello Greg 

 

Thanks for your email of 9 November and subsequent phone call of 10 November re the above. 

 

I confirm earlier advice given by MBIE staff in respect of rubble foundations namely that MBIE’s 

guidance document ‘Repairing and rebuilding houses affected by the Canterbury earthquakes’ does 

not apply to weak or oversize aggregate concrete but instead relates to houses built to NZS 3604 or 

its predecessor Standards all of which have strict requirements on concrete construction. Rubble 

foundations are not, and have never been, included within the scope of these Standards. 

 

As noted on the phone, it is important to note that MBIE’s guidance document is just that; guidance.  It 

does not contain hard and fast rules, requirements, or regulation and it does not provide deemed-to-

comply solutions. The interpretation and application of the guidance in any particular case needs to 

be by appropriately qualified professionals; not lay people. Repair proposals should always be able to 

be backed up by appropriately detailed geotechnical and structural engineering considerations that 

properly account for all relevant factors including the ground conditions, the type of construction and 

the damage/movements sustained. 

 

Accordingly the appropriateness of MBIE’s guidance to repairing particular foundations, even if those 

foundations are made from NZS 3604 compliant concrete, nevertheless needs to be based on 

engineering judgements and justifications made by competent professionals. Given this is the case 

then clearly the applicability and use of the details in the guidance to concrete construction that is 

non-compliant with NZS 3604, such as rubble foundations, requires a higher level of engineering 

assessment and justification and the use of the details cannot simply be assumed to result in a 

Building Act compliant repair. 

 

I hope this assists. 

mailto:Dennis.Monastra@mbie.govt.nz
mailto:greg@do.nz
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Regards 

Dennis Monastra, Senior Advisor  Compliance Solutions 

Building Performance Group, Ministry of Business, Innovation and Employment 

DDI: (04) 901 8705  

Level 5, 15 Stout Street, PO Box 1473, Wellington 6011 

 

 

Email to MBIE requesting update on Rubble 

On 15 May 2018 Hugh Cowan sent an email to Dave McQuigan at MBIE requesting an 

update to the guidance to include rubble foundations. 
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Email – EQC Expertise in Rubble. 
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Email – Release of Update 10 concerning rubble. 
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Investigation of Concrete in Determination 2013:71 

An OIA request regarding the investigation of the concrete in situ in Determination 2013:71 

and means of displaying compliance was received on 6 July 2018. No testing or examination 

took place beyond what was presented by the PMO. The PMO presented a reinforced 

concrete perimeter foundation wall with measurable strength, not a rubble foundation as 

implied by Hugh Cowan. 
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Letter – Sponsorship of EAG 

Hugh Cowan sent a letter on 17 July 2018 which provided his 2018 view that the 

sponsorship of the EAG was part of EQC’s responsibilities to facilitate research and 

education about matters relating to natural disaster damage. This is at odds with the earlier 

drafts and meeting notes of the EAG which indicated the work was directed by Hugh Cowan, 

and was to assist in the direction of EQC Operations. 
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Letter – MBIE Testing of Epoxy Repair 

An OIA response from MBIE on 20 July 2018 indicated that there had been no testing of 

epoxy repair methods on oversized aggregate concrete, colloquially known as rubble 

foundations. 
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Letter – MBIE Definition of Rubble 

A letter from Dave Robson dated 20 August 2018 clarified that MBIE has no working 

definition of rubble despite its use in Update 10. 
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